ACOUSTIC REVIVE CABLE REVIEW
First of all, this cable definitely is a high-quality product. It gives you a clear, crystal, and wild range frequency

sound, just like a piece of hi-fi equipment.
If you’re a hi-fi lover, you’ll love it for sure, but if you’re used to using tradition guitar cable, or you don’t play
djent style music, it might not suit you very well.
Through this cable, you can feel,
1. High end and low end be increased, or focused, especially high end (maybe 8~10K…?).
2. Second, the quality of sound is much higher than the tradition guitar cable, of course, we all want highquality sound, but in this case… a little bit too high for guitar.
I’ve tried two guitars (single coil & humbucker guitar), and two amps (valve amp & digital amp.) while I played
with this cable.
When I played humbucker guitar, I felt my sound became a little bit too clean, too cold and too… nonfluffy.
(sorry I don’t even know if it’s an existing word.) In single coil guitar, it became a little bit too crystal and too
sharp.
While I plugged into a digital amp, the sound getting more clearly. However, the sound became more clear,
cold, and sharp without valve to warm. And I almost can heard the scratching sound when the pick hit strings.

But in my opinion, there’s no such thing as bad sound, only if it suits you or not. So, is it a good product? Of
course, it is! It’s a great product! If you play djent style music, you’ll definitely want your sound clear, crystal,
and bitting hi-end sound, especially when you drop tune to low A or G, and you still can have a super huge but
also with clarity sound, and it’ll be a perfect short cable for your pedal board. If I want to hear modern style
sound, that is what I want. But, if I want to hear traditional type sound, sorry… this cable won’t be my choice.

